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Moving Forward

Questions?
Vision

- Deploy harmonically
- Challenge each other
- Common language for Quality
- Easy adoption of standards
- Simplify requirements

AESQ Standards - Global Deployment Status
AESC Vision

To establish and maintain a common set of Quality Requirements that enable the Global Aero Engine Supply Chain to be truly competitive through lean, capable processes and a culture of Continuous Improvement.

AS13002 Inspection Frequency

Original State

100% Inspection

Reduced Sample Error Proof

AQL

Expected Benefits

- Improved process
- Improved performance
- Improved product quality
How is the Standard being used?

- **PCC**
  - Standardized training for self-release of product
  - Cross-functional teams can benefit from this training

- **MTU**
  - Implemented within MTU with high sense of urgency
  - Suppliers requested implementation
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